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Abstract. There has been a tremendous increase in the amount and
type of information that is available through the Internet and through
various sensors that now pervade our daily lives. Consequentially, the
field of context aware computing has also contributed significantly in
providing new technologies to mine and use the available context data.
We present Conspeakuous – an architecture for modeling, aggregating
and using the context in spoken language conversational systems. Since
Conspeakuous is aware of the environment through different sources of
context, it helps in making the conversation more relevant to the user,
and thus reducing the cognitive load on the user. Additionally, the ar-
chitecture allows for representing learning of various user/environment
parameters as a source of context. We built a sample tourist informa-
tion portal application based on the Conspeakuous architecture and con-
ducted user studies to evaluate the usefulness of the system.

1 Introduction

The last two decades have seen an immense growth in the variety and volume
of data being automatically generated, managed and analysed. The more recent
times have seen the introduction of a plethora of pervasive devices, creating
connectivity and ubiquitous access for humans. Over the next two decades the
emergence of sensors and their addition to available data services for pervasive
devices will enable very intelligent environments.

The question we pose ourselves is how may we take advantage of the advance-
ments in pervasive and ubiquitous computing as well as smart environments to
create smarter dialogue management systems. We believe that the increasing
availability of rich sources of context and the maturity of context aggregation
and processing systems suggest that the time for creating conversational systems
that can leverage context is ripe. In order to create such systems, complete user-
interactive systems with Dialog Management that can utilise the availability of
such contextual sources will have to be built.

A best human-machine spoken dialog system is the one that can emulate the
human-human conversation. Humans use their ability to adapt their dialog based
on the amount of knowledge (information) that is available to them. This abil-
ity (knowledge), coupled with the language skills of the speaker, distinguishes
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people that have varied communication skills. A typical human-machine spoken
dialog system [10] uses text-to-speech synthesis [4] to generate the machine voice
in the right tone, articulation and intonation. It uses an automatic speech recog-
niser [7] to convert the human response to a machine format (such as text). It
uses natural language understanding techniques [9] to understand what action
needs to be taken based on the human input. However there is a lot if context
information about environment, the domain knowledge and the user preferences
that improve the human-human conversation. In this paper, we present Con-
speakuous – a context-based conversational system that explicitly manages the
contextual information to be used by the spoken dialog system. We present a
scenario to illustrate the potential of Conspeakuous, a contextual conversational
system:

Johann returns to his Conspeakuous home after office. As soon as he enters the
kitchen, the coffee maker ask him if he wants coffee. The refrigerator overhears
Johann answer in the affirmative, and informs him about the leftover sandwich.
Noticing the tiredness in his voice, the music system starts playing some soothing
music that he likes. The bell rings, and Johann’s friend Peter enters and sits
on the sofa facing the TV. Upon recognising Peter, the TV switches onto the
channel for the game, and the coffee maker makes an additional cup of coffee
after confirming with Peter.

The above scenario is just an indication of the breadth of applications that
such a technology could enable and it also displays the complex behaviours that
such a system can handle. The basic idea is to have a context composer that
can aggregate context from various sources, including user information (history,
preferences, profile), and use all of this information to inform a Dialog Manage-
ment system with the capability to integrate this information into its processing.
From an engineering perspective, it is important to have a flexible architecture
that can tie the contextual part and the conversational part together in an ap-
plication independent manner, and as the complexity and the processing load of
the applications increase the architecture needs to scale. Addressing the former
challenge, that of designing a flexible architecture and its feasibility, is the goal
of this paper.

Our Contribution. In this paper, we present a flexible architecture for developing
contextual conversational systems. We also present an enhanced version of the
architecture which supports learning. In our design, learning becomes another
source of context, and can therefore be composed with other sources of context
to yield more refined behaviours. We have built a tourist information portal
based on the Conspeakuous architecture. Such an architecture allows building
intelligent spoken dialog systems which support the following:

– The content of a particular prompt can be changed based on the context.
– The order of interaction can be changed based on the user preferences and

context.
– Additional information can be provided based on the context.
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– The grammar (expected user input) of a particular utterance can be changed
based on the user or the contextual information.

– Conspeakuous can itself initiate a call to the user based on a particular
situation.

Paper Outline. Section 2 presents the Conspeakuous architecture. The various
components of the system and flow of context information to the voice applica-
tion are described. In Section 3, we show how learning can be incorporated as a
source of context to enhance the Conspeakuous architecture. The implementa-
tion details are presented in Section 4. We have built a tourist information portal
as a sample Conspeakuous application. The details of the application and user
studies are presented in Section 5. This is followed by related work in Section 6
and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Conspeakuous Architecture

Current conversational systems typically do not leverage context, or do so in a
limited, inflexible manner. The challenge is to design methods, systems, archi-
tectures that enables flexible alteration of dialogue flow in response to changes
in context.

Our Approach. Depending upon the dynamically changing context, the dialogue
task, or the very next prompt, should change. A key feature of our architecture
is the separation of the context part from the conversational part, so that the
context is not hard-coded and the application remains flexible to changes in
context. Figure 1 shows the architecture of Conspeakuous. The Context com-
poser composes raw context data from multiple sources, and outputs it to a
Situation composer. A situation is a set or sequence of events. The Situation
composer defines situations based on the inputs from the context composer.
The situations are input to the Call-flow Generator which contains the logic
for generating a set of dialogues (snippets) turn based on situations. The Rule-
base contains the context-sensitive logic of the application flow. It details the
order of snippet execution as well as the conditions under which they should
be invoked. The Call-flow control manager queries the Rule-base to select the
snippets from the repository and generates the VUI components in VXML-jsp
from them. We discuss two flavours of the architecture: The basic architecture
B-Conspeakuous, which uses context from the external world, and its learning
counterpart L-Conspeakuous, which utilises data collected in its previous runs
to modify its behaviour.

2.1 B-Conspeakuous

The architecture of B-Conspeakuous shown in Figure 1 captures the essence of
contextual conversational systems. It consists of:

Context and Situation Composer. The primary function of a Context Composer
is to collect various data from a plethora of pervasive networked devices avail-
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Fig. 1. B-Conspeakuous Architecture

able, and to compose it into a useful, machine recognizable form. The Situation
Composer composes various context sources together to define situations. For
example, if one source of context is temperature, and another is the speed of
the wind, a composition (context composition) of the two can yield the effec-
tive wind-chill factored temperature. A sharp drop in this value may indicate an
event (situation composition) of an impending thunderstorm.

Call-flow Generator. Depending on the situation generated by the Situation
Composer, the Call-flow Generator picks the appropriate voice code from the
repository.

Call-flow Control Manager. This engine is responsible for generating the presen-
tation components to the end-user based on the interaction of the user with the
system.

Rule based Voice Snippet Activation. The rule-base provides the intelligence to
the Call-flow Control Manager in terms of selecting the appropriate snippet de-
pending on the state of the interaction.

3 Learning as a Source of Context

Now that a framework for adding sources of Context in voice applications is in
place, we can leverage this flexibility to add learning. The idea is to log all infor-
mation of interest pertaining to every run of a Conspeakuous application. The
logs include the context information as well as the application response. These
logs can be periodically mined for “meaningful” rules, which can be used to mod-
ify future runs of the Conspeakuous application. Although the learning module
could have been a separate component in the architecture with the context and
situations as input, we prefer to model it as another source of context, thereby
allowing the output of the learning to be further modified by composing it with
other sources of context (by the context composer). This subtlety supports more
refined and complex behaviours in the L-Conspeakuous application.
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Fig. 2. L-Conspeakuous Architecture

3.1 L-Conspeakuous

The L-Conspeakuous architecture is shown in Figure 2. It enhances
B-Conspeakuous with support for closed-loop behaviour in the manner described
above. It additionally consists of:

Rule Generator. This module mines the logs created by various runs of the ap-
plication and generates appropriate association rules.

Rule Miner. The Rule Miner prunes the set of the generated association rules
(further details in the next section).

4 Implementation

Conspeakuous has been implemented using ContextWeaver [3] to capture and
model the context from various sources. The development of Data Source
Providers is kept separate from voice application development. As separation
between the context and the conversation is a key feature of the architecture,
ConVxParser is the bridge between them in the implementation. The final ap-
plication has been deployed directly on the Web Server and is accessed from a
Genesys Voice Browser. The application is not only aware of it’s surroundings
(context), but is also intelligent to learn from its past experiences. For example, it
reorders some dialogues based on its learnings. In the following sections we detail
out the implementation and working of B-Conspeakuous and L-Conspeakuous.

4.1 B-Conspeakuous Implementation

With ConVxParser, the voice application developer need only add a stub to the
usual voice application. ConVxParser converts this stub into real function calls,
depending on whether the function is a part of the API exposed by the Data
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Provider Developers or not. The information about the function call, its return
type and the corresponding stub are all included in a configuration file read by
ConVxParser. The configuration file (with a .conf extension) carries information
about the API exposed by the Data Provider Developers. For example, a typical
entry in this file may look like this:

CON methodname(...)
class: SampleCxSApp
object: sCxSa

Here, CON methodname(...) is the name of the method exposed by the Data
Provider Developers. The routine is a part of the API they expose, which is
supported in ContextWeaver. The other options indicate the Provider Kind that
the applications need to query to get the desired data. The intermediate files,
with a .conjsp extension, include queries to DataProviders in forms of stubs of
pseudo code. As shown in Figure 3, ConVxParser parses the .conjsp files and
using information present in the .conf files it generates the final .jsp files.

Fig. 3. ConVxParser in B-Conspeakuous

The Data Provider has to register a DataSourceAdapter and a DataProvider-
Activator with the ContextWeaver Server [3]. A method for interfacing with
the server and acquiring the required data of a specific provider kind, is ex-
posed. This forms an entry of the .conf file with aforementioned format. The
Voice Application Developer creates a .conjsp file that includes these function
calls as code-stubs. The code-stubs indicate those portions of the code that we
would like to be dependent on context. The input to the ConVxParser is both
the .conjsp file and the .conf file. The code-stub that the Application Writer
adds may be of the following two types: First, the method invocations are rep-
resented by CON methodname. Second, the contextual variables are represented
by CONVAR varname.

We distinguish between contextual variables and normal variables. The mean-
ing of a Normal variable is the same that we associate with any program variable.
However, Contextual variables are those, that the user wants to be dependent on
some source of context, i.e. represents real time data. There are possibly three
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Fig. 4. ConVxParser and Transformation Engine in L-Conspeakuous

ways in which the contextual variables and code-stubs can be included in the
intermediate voice application. One, where we assign to a contextual variable
the output of some pseudo-method invocation for some Data Provider. In this
case this assignment statement is removed from the final .jsp file, but we main-
tain the method name – contextual variable name relation using a HashMap,
so that every subsequent occurrence of that contextual variable is replaced by
the appropriate method invocation. This is motivated by the fact that a con-
textual variable needs to be re-evaluated every time it is referenced, because it
represents a real-time data. Second, where we assign the value returned from
a pseudo-method invocation that fetches data of some provider kind to a nor-
mal variable. The pseudo-method invocation to the right of such an assign-
ment statement is converted to a real-method invocation. Third, where we just
have a pseudo-method invocation which is directly converted to a real-method
invocation.

The data structures involved are mainly HashMaps that are used for main-
taining the information about the methods described in the .conf file (it saves
multiple parses of the file), and for maintaining the mapping between a contex-
tual variable and the corresponding real-method invocation.

4.2 L-Conspeakuous Implementation

Assuming that all information of interest has been logged, the Rule Generator
periodically looks at the repository and generates interesting rules. Specifically,
we run the apriori [1] algorithm to generate association rules. We modified apri-
ori to support multi-valued items and ranges of values from continuous domains.

In L-Conspeakuous, we have yet another kind of variables we call inferred
variables. Inferred variables are those variables whose values are determined from
the rules that the Rule Miner generates. This requires another modification to
apriori: Only those rules that contain only inferred variables on the right hand
side are of interest to us.

The Rule Miner, registered as a Data Provider with ContextWeaver, collects
all those rules (generated by Rule Generator) such that, one, their Left Hand
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Sides are superset of the current condition (as defined by the current values of
the Context Sources) and two, the inferred variable we are looking for must be
in their Right Hand Sides. Among the rules that are pruned out using the above
stated criteria, we select the value of the inferred variable as it exists in the Right
Hand Side of the rule with maximum support.

Figure 4 shows the workings in L-Conspeakuous. In addition to the code-
stubs in B-Conspeakuous, the .conjs file has code-stubs that are used to query
values that the best suit the inferred variables under the current conditions.
The Transformation Engine converts all these code-stubs into stubs that can
be parsed by ConVxParser, The resulting file is a .conjsp file that is parsed by
ConVxParser, which along with a suitable configuration file, gets converted to
the required .jsp file, which can then be deployed on a compatible Web Server.

5 System Evaluation

We built a tourist information portal based on the Conspeakuous architecture
and conducted a user study to find out the comfort level and preferences in
using a B-Conspeakuous and an L-Conspeakuous system. The application used
several sources of context which includes learning as a source of context. The
application suggests places to visit, depending on the current weather condition
and past user responses. The application comes alive by adding time, repeat
visitor information and traffic congestion as sources of context.

The application first gets the current time from Time DataProvider, using
which it greets the user appropriately (Good Morning/Evening etc.). Then, the
Revisit DataProvider not only checks whether a caller is a re-visitor or not, but
also provides the information about his last place visited. If a caller is a new caller
then the prompt played out is different from that for a re-visitor, who is asked
about his visit to the place last suggested. Depending on the weather condition
(from Weather DataProvider) and the revisit data, the system suggests various
places to visit. The list of cities is reordered based on the order of preference
of previous customers. This captures the learning component of Conspeakuous.
The system omits the places that the user has already visited. The chosen options
are recorded in the log of the Revisit DataProvider. The zone from where the
caller is making a call is obtained from the Zone DataProvider. The zone data is
used along with the congestion information (in terms of hours to reach a place)
to inform the user about the expected travel time to the chosen destination. The
application has been hosted on an Apache Tomcat Server, and the voice browser
used is Genesys Voice Portal Manager.

Profile of survey subjects. Since the Conspeakuous system is intended to be used
by common people, we invited people such as family members, friends, colleagues
to use the tourist information portal. Not all of these subjects are IT savvy, but
have used some form of an IVR earlier. The goal is to find whether the users
prefer a system that learns user preferences vs. a system that is static. These are
educated subjects and can converse in English language. The subjects also have
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a fair idea of the city for which the tourist information portal has been designed.
Thus the subjects had enough knowledge to verify if Conspeakuous is providing
the right options based on the context and user preferences.

Survey Process. We briefed the subjects for about 1 minute to describe the ap-
plication. Subjects were then asked to interact with the system and give their
feedback on the following questions:

– Did you like the greeting that changes with the time of the day ?
– Did you like the fact that the system asks you about your previous trip ?
– Did you like that the system gives you an estimate of the travel duration

without asking your location ?
– Did you like that the system gives you a recommendation based on the

current weather condition ?
– Did you like that the interaction changes based upon different situations ?
– Does this system sound more intelligent that all the IVRs that you have

interacted with before ?
– Rate the usability of this system.

User Study Results. Out of the 6 subjects that called the tourist-information-
portal, all were able to navigate with the portal without any problems. All
subjects like the fact that the system remembers their previous interaction and
converses in that context when they call the system for the second time. 3 sub-
jects liked that the system provides an estimate of the travel duration without
having to provide the location explicitly. All subjects like the fact that the sys-
tem provides the best site based on the current weather in the city. 4 subjects
found the system to be more intelligent than all other IVRs that they have used
previously. The usability scores given by the subjects are 7, 9, 5, 9, 8 and 7,
where 1 is the worst and 10 is the best.

The user studies clearly suggest that the increased intelligence of the conver-
sational system is appreciated by subjects. Moreover, subjects were even more
impressed they were told that the Conspeakuous system performs the relevant
interaction based on the location, time and weather. The cognitive load on the
user is tremendously less for the amount of information that the system can
provide to the subjects.

6 Related Work

Context has been used in several speech processing techniques to improve the
performance of the individual components. Techniques to develop context de-
pendent language models have been presented in [5]. However the aim of these
techniques is to adapt language models for a particular domain. These techniques
do not adapt the language model based on different context sources. Similarly,
there is a significant work in the literature that adapts the acoustic models to
different channels [11], speakers [13] and domains [12]. However adaptation of
dialog based on context has not been studied earlier.
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A context-based interpretation framework, MIND, has been presented in [2].
This is a multimodal interface that uses the domain and conversation context to
enhance interpretation. In [8], the authors present an architecture for discourse
processing using three different components – dialog management, context track-
ing and adaptation. However the context tracker maintains the context history
of the dialog context and does not use the context from different context sources.

Conspeakuous uses the ContextWeaver [3] technology to capture and aggre-
gate context from various data sources. In [6], the authors present an alternative
mechanism to model the context, especially for pervasive computing applica-
tions. In the future, specific context gathering and modeling techniques can be
developed to handle context sources that affect a spoken language conversation.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented an architecture for Conspeakuous – a context based conversa-
tional system. The architecture provides the mechanism to use intelligence from
different context sources for building a spoken dialog system that is more t in
a human-machine dialog. Learning of various user preferences and the environ-
ment preferences is also modeled. The system also models learning as a source of
context and incorporates this in the Conspeakuous architecture. The complexity
of voice application development is not compromised since the context model-
ing is performed as an independent component. The user studies suggest that
humans prefer to talk with the machine which can adapt to their preferences
and to the environment. The implementation details attempt to illustrate that
the voice application development is still kept simple through this architecture.
More complex voice applications can be built in the future by leveraging richer
sources of context and various learning techniques to fully utilise the power of
Conspeakuous.
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